GAGEpack has the ability to print standard, barcode, and 2-D barcode labels.

- Standard labels can include the gage number or ID, last calibration date, next due date, and other necessary details.
- Barcode labels include a barcode and the gage number or ID which allow for easy entering of gage events.
- 2-D barcode labels include the gage number or ID and also allow additional gage information to be included.
- GAGEpack works with all Windows compatible label printers, such as Brothers P-touch (PT), Dymo, and Zebra.

In addition to the label printer, you will need to select labels.

Labels come in a variety of sizes (1/4", 1/2", 1", etc.) and colors. There are also a variety of types: temporary, permanent, laminated, and even harsh-environment which are resistant to moisture, temperature extremes, chemicals, and UV.

GAGEpack's label design wizard makes it easy to create, edit, and customize labels with the information you need.

For more information, visit: www.gagepack.com